, and Elser produced the difference map algorithm [3] . The reason for particular interest in iterative algorithms is their distinct advantages over the classical direct methods, namely not requiring any knowledge of the crystal symmetry, or composition in order to solve a structure. In classical direct methods the measured intensities are used directly to estimate the phases, this is not the case for the iterative algorithms making them more robust to experimental errors in the measured intensities, which is a distinct advantage for powder and electron crystallography datasets. Electron crystallography data is particularly problematic for direct methods because the underlying assumption of kinematic data does not always hold, due to the much stronger interaction of electrons with matter when compared to x-rays. An introduction to iterative algorithms with a historical perspective will be presented, with a particular emphasis being placed on the application of charge flipping algorithm [4] to the structure solution of electron crystallographic data sets. Most of the crystal structure refinement techniques are based on the use of the joint probability distribution function P(E, E p ), where E and E p are the normalized structure factors of the target and of a model structure respectively. More recently new contributions shifted the attention to the difference electron density ρ q = ρ -ρ p : methods based on its modifications (DEDM) started to play an important role, in combination with EDM (electron density modification) approaches [1], [2] . The study of the joint probability distribution function P(E, E p , E q ) suggested a new difference Fourier synthesis [3] particularly useful when the model is a rough approximation of the target structure. Its Fourier coefficients are the sum of the classical difference term (mF-DF p ) with a flipping term, depending on the model and on its quality. The flipping term is dominant when the model is poor, is negligible when the model is a good representation of the target structure. In case of random model the Fourier coefficient does not vanish and therefore could allow the recovery of the target structure from a random model. The new phasing algorithm does not require any use of the concept of structure invariant or seminvariant: it is only based on the properties of the new difference electron density and of the observed Fourier synthesis. The algorithm designed for recovering the correct structure from random phases or from a random model is cyclic and very easy to be implemented. It has been applied to a large set of small and medium size crystal structures, included small proteins. Here we offer a third approach that is easier to implement and still works well for structures of usual complexity. Our solution is constructed from the following elements: i. Normalized data, where normalization means division by the scattering factor of the heaviest atom in the structure.
ii. Freely floating moduli of unobserved structure factors within the observed resolution sphere. iii. A set of utilized structure factors extended to higher than observed resolution. iv. Special treatment of extinctions everywhere. v. A modified iteration scheme that simultaneously increases perturbation in reciprocal space and includes full negative feedback. No extra parameters beyond the dynamical density threshold are introduced. Extended resolution acts as a damping factor. vi. Figure- of-merits checked in an auxiliary step of the iteration process.
To show the efficiency of the method, a broad selection of successful structure solution examples will be presented, often working with 5-10 times less data than the standard requirement of Acta Cryst. C.
